THE PEN & INK

TOOL GUIDE
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PEN & INK TOOLS
DEMYSTIFIED
Pen & Ink is one of the best materials
for a daily sketchbook practice.
Unfortunately it's all too common
that artists get scared away from this
versatile medium because they don't
understand the materials well
enough.
Let's end this once and for all!
In this tool guide I'll share the ins and
outs of what these materials can and
can't do for your.
Once you understand this, choosing
the right kind of tool for the occasion
will make your sketching experience
much more fun.
Let's dive in!
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THE MAIN
DIFFERENCE

Line Producers
When you stand in front of the long pen
and ink aisle in the art supply store, the
main difference you want to have in
mind is that some pen and ink tools are
line producers and others are value
producers.
Line producers create beautiful
contours, cross hatching, and stippled
drawings.

Value Producers
Value producers, in contrast, are better
in creating fields of tone (aka value).
Choose your tool based on the type of
drawing style you have in mind.
Line sketch -> line producers
Value study -> value producers
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LINE PRODUCERS
LET'S TAKE A LOOK AT THE MAIN
PLAYERS IN THE LINE FIELD

Fine Liners

Fine liners are mostly felt tipped
markers that come in a range of widths
from ultra fine to thick.
Good brands:
Copic, Micron, Staedtler.
Great at uniformity
Not great at producing an organic feel

Brush Pens (nylon tipped)
Nylon tipped markers are great for bold
and gestural sketches. They come in a
variety of thicknesses and range from stiff
to bouncy. (Good brands: Kuretake, Zebra)
Need to simplify your shapes and vary
your line thickness? Go right ahead!
Want small details? Nope, don't pick this
one then.

Brush Pens (hair tipped)

One of my favorites are the hair-tipped
brush pens. You can find them ranging
in thickness and color.
Good brands: Kuretake, Pentel
Great at organic, varied line quality and
"happy accidents".
Not so great at uniformity and line
control.
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Old school pens

Want to go old school? You can choose
between dipping pens and fountain
pens with ink cartages.
These pens are great for creating
organic lines varying from thin to thick.
Great allround fountain pen brand:
Lamy

Know your Nibs
Not all nibs are good for drawing.
Don't choose these calligraphy or
cartooning nibs. They'll only allow you to
"pull" your pen. You won't be able to push
your lines. They also won't allow for any
line weight variation asthey're made for
uniformity.

Drawing winners
If you do want that old-school feel and
the exciting and unpredictable
temperament of a dipping pen, be sure
to pick an actual drawing nib.
Good Brands: Zebra G-nib, Nikko G
model

The workhorse
When in doubt, a good ol' ballpoint pen
will always do the trick. It's also the
most versatile pen, as it'll create both
line and value.
Good brands: whatever's at the bottom
of your backpack
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VALUE PRODUCERS
SMUDGY AREAS, VALUE, TONE,
GRADATIONS, THIS TEAM HAS IT ALL.

Thick Felt Tipped Markers
For quick value sketches the classic felt
tip marker takes home the cake.
It comes in a myriad of value options,
and often has both a broad and narrow
end.
These markers require a bleed-proof
paper, as they will press through to the
other side on non-marker paper.
You can layer them beautifully to
achieve a satisfying value range.
Good brands:
Copic, Prismacolor
Great at speed, and variety of value
choices
Not great at small details

Brush Pens (felt tipped)
Wait, didn't I just see these under line
producers? Almost! I'm glad you're
paying attention. These are felt-tipped
and come in a variety of colors and
values.
Good brands: Faber Castel
They'll do everything the big guys from
above do, just in a smaller format.
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GOING CLASSIC
If you want to try the traditional way of
creating a value ink sketch using dipping
ink, I recommend you use waterproof
ink so you can work in layers.
Good brands; Higgins, Walnut
Darkening Medium

Brushes and water
You'll also need brushes and water.
Arrange a palette and create 4-5 dishes
with varying water : ink ratios. Test your
values on a test page.
Traveling? Grab a water brush by
Kuretake

Example
Here's what this combination of ink
washes and small line detail looks like in
a finished sketch.
Dirty little secret: I always begin with a
graphite under drawing. And you
should, too, if you want more control
over your final piece.
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PEN & INK KITS
THE TRAVEL KIT
☐ Travel pouch
☐ Pen holder
☐ Pen nib
☐ Waterproof dipping ink
☐ Water brush pen
☐ 2H Pencil
☐ Eraser
☐ Ring-bound, har-cover sketchbook

Take the show on the road with this kit
that covers all your bases.
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THE PLAY KIT
☐ Sketchbook
☐ Brush Pen (Kuretake)
☐ Fine Liner 0.3
☐ Ball-point Pen
☐ 2 H pencil

Enjoy some line-play with this variety
sampler ranging from wild brush strokes
to controlled marks. With the ballpoint
pen you can even build some tone if
necessary.
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THE MINIMALIST
☐ Pocket-sized sketchbook
☐ Ballpoint pen

It's surprising how much range you can
pull out of a simple Bic pen. You can go
linear or full-on value. The choice is
yours.

All you gotta do is pick up that

pen!
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HAPPY SKETCHING!
I hope this Tool Guide will help you pick up some fun supplies
and get you experimenting. I'd love to see what you draw so
come find me on social media.

INSTAGRAM @CURASTUDIOS
FACEBOOK PAGE @CURASTUDIOS
YOUTUBE CAROLIN HOSAC (PETERS)
EMAIL DRAW@CURAOC.COM
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